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Colours

OPTIOns

L H: Long stainless steel tubular handles 

ORE30VGFSS-LH

Freestanding in stainless steel

ORE30VGF70

Freestanding in black 
RAL 9005

ORE30VGF7B

Freestanding in colour of choice..
RAL colour of choice

ORE30VGF7RAL



INSIDE
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SWEETSPOT 
SweetSpot, a specific  

compartment for the optimum storage  
of ice cream. This function is optional on  

models without a dispenser
. 

ICEMAKER 
A spacious container for ice cubes that  

are made automatically

TALL DISPENSER WITH  
LED AND CHILD LOCK 

Suitable for tall glasses or blenders. A light touch  
on the button delivers water, ice cubes or  

crushed ice. Equipped with LED lighting and  
child lock (not on models without a dispenser).

 

PRECISEFILL
PPrecisely the amount of fresh filtered  

water that you require. Simple,  
programmable, ideal for preparing your  

favourite recipes or sports drinks.

QUICKICE
Produces ice up to 50% faster than  

with normal settings. Ideal when you’re  
expecting guests.

ULTRAFLOW
A function for the extra-fast delivery  

of purified water. The Ultraflow100 is the  
fastest delivery system, with almost  

3 litres per minute of purified water.
 

DOORALARM 
 

TEMPERATURE 
Digital temperature control

SLIDE -OUT FREEZER SHELVES
Slide-out freezer shelves.

SLIDE ‘N STORE FREEZER BASKETS
Freezer baskets that can be fully pulled  

out on telescopic  runners, making filling and 
emptying much easier.

. 

FUNCTIONS



LED LIGHTING
Light sources are fitted at various levels to  
give bright and effective lighting. The LED 
lighting is fully integrated in the walls, so  
that no capacity is lost.

INTERNAL SMARTWATER  
WATER FILTER
This integrated water filter removes unpleasant 
flavours from the water and ice, and removes 
chlorine (smell and taste), sediment, lead, 
mercury etc. from the water (not on models 
without a dispenser).

COMPARTMENT FOR  
DAIRY PRODUCTS
Here you can maintain an ideal temperature 
for dairy products so that the butter doesn’t  
get too hard, for instance.

TURBOCOOL
To rapidly cool the refrigerator when warm 
items have been placed in it or the door has 
been opened frequently.

MOVABLE CLEARLOOK  
DOOR COMPARTMENTS
Large capacity door compartments in clear, 
tough Lexan. These can be removed and 
repositioned, making maintenance easy  
and allowing you to match the layout to  
your requirements.

QUICKSPACE SHELF
Easily slides backwards in order to  
create space for tall items.

SLIDE-OUT SPILLPROOF GLASS 
SHELVES
Made of safety glass. This functionality 
simplifies filling, emptying and cleaning. Raised 
edges and slide-out shelves keep small spills 
from becoming big messes.

DELI DRAWER
Drawer with custom temperature to keep your 
cheese and cooked meats  fresh for longer.
FRUIT AND VEGETABLE DRAWER  
WITH ADJUSTABLE HUMIDITY
Drawer with the same depth as the  
appliance. The adjustable humidity keeps  
fruit and vegetables fresh for longer.

CUSTOMCOOL
Climate-controlled drawer for optimum 
flexibility: cool rapidly, defrost hygienically  
or a custom temperature (0 °C, 2 °C or 6 °C). 
The choice is yours.
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No Frost with 
FrostGuard- 
technologY

No Frost ventilated cooling guarantees homogeneous temperatures which 
enable you to store your food better and freeze it more efficiently. The 
FrostGuard technology makes automatic defrosting a lot more convenient. 
Your refrigerator will only defrost when it is necessary on the basis of precise 
measurements (e.g. on the basis of the number of freezer door openings, 
compressor running time etc.). FrostGuard also prevents frozen food from 
partly defrosting during the defrost cycle by performing extra chilling as low 
as -30ºC (pre-chill) just before defrosting and by keeping the complete 
defrost cycle very short. This considerably reduces the risk of freezer burn. 
This technology means that food can be stored longer and better, and you 
no longer need to defrost manually.

ClimateKeeper  
& ClimateGuard- 
technologY

In order to keep your food fresh for as long as possible, these technolo-
gies ensure a uniform and precise temperature in each of the refrigerator’s 
compartments. This is achieved by fitting sensitive electronic sensors, an air 
tunnel across various levels and fans linked to the most advanced electro-
nics. This considerably improves the quality and storage life of your food. 
The electronic controls enable you to independently monitor the refrigerator 
and freezer temperatures, as a result of which the temperature differences 
are smaller and your food will remain fresher and can be stored for longer. 
When you close the door of your refrigerator or freezer, it will only take a 
few minutes to return to the programmed temperatures (3°C and -18°C). 
The high freezing speed ensures that your food is frozen to the core: a 1.5 kg 
chicken, for example, will be frozen through in under two hours, and the taste 
and structure will not change after defrosting.

EnergySmart 

Improved features such as the electronic sensors and FrostGuard mean that 
iomabe refrigerators have a much better energy consumption. They save 
a great deal of energy compared to appliances from earlier generations. 
Thanks to this technology these American refrigerators perform exceptionally 
well in their energy class without affecting the quality of chilling, storage 
and freezing. The entire iomabe collection is in the energy-efficient A+ class.

PARTIAL DEFROSTING

A SMART CHOICE

FRESH FOR LONGER
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Model Exclusive XXL

Variant Extra deep 30 series

Model nubmer ORE30VGF

Volume

Total Gross/Net (litres) 840/692

ISO Gross/Net refrigerator compartment (litres) 516/478

ISO Gross/Net freezer compartment (litres) 323/214

Fresh food features

ClearLook door bins 3 (1 adjustable) 

Separate compartment for dairy yes

Can rack yes

Glass spillproof shelves 4 (3 adjustable incl. QuickSpace)

QuickSpace shelf yes

Internalal lighting LED 7x (2 top, 5 side)

Deli drawer adjustable temperature

Fruit and vegetable drawer adjustable humidity

Separate drawer CustomCool 

Minibar -

TurboCool yes

Electronic controls yes, current temp. display

Technology ClimateKeeper

Freezer features

Electronic ice maker yes

Metal baskets 2

Freezer baskets (Slide ‘n Store) 4 (3)

Ice cream compartment (Sweetspot) yes

Door bins 1

Tilting door baskets 3 (2 adjustable)

Internalal lighting LED 3x side

FrostGuard Technology yes

ClimateKeeper  
& ClimateGuard- 
technologY

DIMENSIONS 

SPECIFICATIONS 

w w w. i o m a b e . e u

Dispenser features

LightTouch Ice cubes, crushed ice, water

Lighting LED

Child lock yes

PreciseFill yes 

QuickIce yes

Ultraflow 100/64 100

Additional features

Door alarm yes

External design curved

Interior of appliance / door ABS / ABS

Adjustable castors (levelling) 2

Water filter internal, GE Smartwater (MSWF)

Technical characteristics

Power supply 220-240V / 50-60 Hz

Energy class A+

Energy consumption (kWh/a) 489

Freezer stars ****

Noise level (dB (a)) 46

Type of defrosting / automatic No Frost / yes

Climate class T (16°C - 43°C)

B
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NIS/FIF
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NIS

Exclusive 
“30” XXL

1.   Height to top of case 1810

2.   Height to top of hinge -

3.   Height to top of door -

4.   Depth of case without door 725

5.   Depth without handles 866

6.   Depth incl. handles 928

7.   Total depth with refrigerator door open 90° 1284

8.   Width 925

9.   Width of open door (R) 478

10. Width of open door (L) 365

Recess dimensions
A.  Recess width 930

B.  Recess depth 737

C.  Recess height 1830
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